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TUESDAY

THE

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Disputes size of deficit

GOP opposes tax hike
COLUMBUS (AP) - Senate Republicans unanimously oppose Gov. Richard Celeste's $300 million tax increase
in its present form, Senate Minority
Leader Paul Gillmor, R-Port Clinton,
said yesterday.
Discussing the bill in advance of the
Senate's first hearing on it last night,
Gillmor said all 16 GOP senators were
informally polled and all said they
oppose it.
That doesn't mean, Gillmor said,
Republicans wouldn't support a more
modest tax increase proposal, such as
continuing an existing 50 percent income tax surcharge until the end of
the biennium on June 30. The surcharge is now due to expire March 31.
But Gillmor criticized the Democratic governor's proposal not only to
continue the surcharge, but permanently increase it from 50 percent to
90 percent prior to legislative consideration this spring of the 1983-1965
budget.
"The Celeste doubling of the income

tax does not indicate where any of the
money will be spent after June 30,"
Gillmor, who was Senate president
until Democrats won their precarious
17-16 advantage in the Nov. 2 election,
said.
CELESTE'S proposal, in addition to
the income tax boost which would
fenerate $246 million between March
and June 30, also contains a temporary increase in the utility excise tax
to bring in an additional SS4 million.
The House passed the tax increase
last week.
The governor also says he plans a
series of spending cuts totaling $282
million for a net revenue gain of $582
million. This is $54 million more than
his estimated $528 million budget deficit.
Gillmor disputed the size of the
deficit although admitting the state
has "a serious revenue problem."
The $528 million estimate, he
charged, is "artificially inflated to

create an artificial crisis to try to
Justify his tax increase."
Gillmor said several expenditures
included in the governor's proposal
are ones which normally would be
made in the next biennium starting
July 1. He listed, among others, a $64
million outlay to pay court-mandated
school desegregation costs in Cleveland and Columbus.
HE ALSO said Celeste included $44
million for the school loan fund which
is not likely to be used until after July
1, and a July nursing home payment
totaling $23 million.
Gillmor also noted the state's revenues took an upward turn in Janu
"Dealing with the financial ■
lem that the state has in this
year, and I would agree there is a
problem, even using Gov. Celeste's
own figures, it becomes clear that
there is no justification for the 90
Srcent surcharge even to deal with
s problem," Gillmor said.

Legal proposal postponed
by Laurie Madden
staff reporter

Beautiful day

Sharon Hlckey, ■ Junior special education major, studied ouUlde the Business Administration building yesterday.
Forty degree temperatures m mid-February made studying outside •nksyaM*.

The Student Legal Service proposal
was tabled at Friday's Board of
Trustee's meeting and will not be
presented until the board's March 11
meeting.
The proposal was to be presented to
the board by the Legal Services Commitee. The committee postponed
making the proposal because of legal
issues not covered in the original
proposal, Mark Dolan, vice president
of Undergraduate Student Government, said.
"The committee didn't realise what
was involved in drawing up the pro-

posed contracts," Dolan said.
The committee is comprised of student organizations, which began
working on the proposal last semester. The committee believes the legal
problems faced by students calls tor
an organized legal service, Dolan
said.
The proposed legal service would be
comprised of two full-time lawyers
and one full-time secretary.
If passed, the legal service will
consist of three basic services: representation, advice and education.
Students will be entitled to advice,
consultation, drafting of documents,
office work and court appearances.
"The legal service offered con-

sumer education programs as well as
educating students on their responsibility as tenants in the community,"
Karen Aldred, president of the Graduate Student Senate, said.
Funding for the legal service would
come from an increase in student
general fees. If implemented, the
increase will total $4 for the academic
year.
This increase would be billed as a
separate charge to the general fee,
according to the proposal, and may or
may not be mandatory.
The service would be open only to
students who have agreed to pay the
additional legal fee.

Democrats hope to add to Reagan's relief plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - House Democratic leaders decided yesterday to
add about $1 billion to President Reagan's proposed $4.3 billion recession
relief package, approve it quickly.
and then foDow up with additional
legislation of their own.
We have sympathy in our hearts
for those in the soup lines," Speaker
Thomas O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., declared as he announced his hope of
passing a bipartisan bill through the
House by next week.
"This is not the best bill we Demo-

crats could write, but it may be the
best bill we can enact into law,"
O'Neill conceded of the package approved by the president.
"... In this case, the people who
want to see jobs and emergency
(help) received the better deal."
Democrats might try to add $1
billion to Reagan's package for summer jobs, nutrition programs for
mothers and children and weatherproofing low-income housing, O'Neill
said.
REAGAN refused all last year and

early this year to consider any type of
anti-recession jobs legislation. But he
finally succumbed to congressional
sentiment last week, dispatching top
aides to the Capitol to present a plan
that includes $250 million for food and
shelter for the homeless, $1 billion in
grants to local governments and the
balance in expedited federal purchases and construction projects.
In addition to the $4.3 billion, another proposed bill includes $3 billion
to pay unemployment benefits
through the end of the year. Unem-

ployment is running at 10.2 percent of
the workforce and is expected to
decline only slowly.
Half of the $4.3 billion - $2.16 billion
- would be spent on programs contained in a House-passed jobs bill that
Democrats drafted last December but
Reagan vowed to veto as "pork bar-

Administration facilities and $400 million for mass transit. Parks, airports,
highways, Indian reservations and
federal health facilities also would he
in line for improvements and $50
million would be earmarked for government purchases of cars and
trucks.

Under the proposal, money would
be spread through several federal
agencies. It would provide, for example, $300 million for military housing,
$100 million for repair of Veterans

"WE AGREED this proposal represents phase one in meeting our
country's economic emergency,"
O'Neill said after a closed door meet-

Notable city residents remembered
Editor's note: This is the first in a
three-part series in honor of Bowling Green's sesquicentennial celebration. Today's story deal* with
famous people who have had
some connection with the town.
Tomorrow's story will deal with
the settlement of the area,
by Stephen Wynalda
reporter
It is April 16, 1931 and that famous gangster William "Babyface Killer' Miller decides to go
shopping with his girlfriend in
Bowling Green.
He is spotted on the street and
the local police are dispatched.
There is a shoot-out and both Miller
and officer Ralph Cashier are
dead. Miller would go down in
history as the first person to kill a
policeman in Bowling Green.
But Miller would be only one of
the many people still remembered
in the city's scrapbook.
This year Bowling Green will

celebrate 150 years of existence
and it is only appropriate that some
reflection be given to residents and
visitors here who accomplished
notoriety.
One person who has a street
named after him is Scott Hamilton.
Hamilton, a former resident of
Bowling Green, won his third Natipnal Figure Skating
Championship last week and will
be frying for his third World Title
next month, according to Paul

Jones, a member of the sesquicentennial committee.
ANOTHER athlete, who is a former student of the University, is
Dave Wottle. Wottle was six times
an Ail-American in track and
cross-country at the University and
won a gold medal for the 800 meter
run in the 1972 Summer Olympics.
Wottle also is remembered for
the controversy he stirred when
during the Olympic ceremonies he
did not take his golf cap off for the
Star Spangled Banner, Jones said.
Ken Morrow and Mark Wells also
both graduated from the University, in 1979. and then made the
Olympic hockey team in 1980, Don
Cunningham, former University
sports information director, said.
Morrow is now in the National
Hockey League playing for the
New York Islanders, and Wells is
on the U.S. national team.
Back in 1946, a young drama
student named Eva Marie Saint,

Kaduated. She made her film dete in a film with Marlon Brando
in 1954 called "On the Water
Front" and won an Oscar for best
supporting actress, Jones said.
FROM THERE she appeared in
movies such as "That Certain Feeling," "Raintree County," "A Hatfull of Rain," "Exodus/' "North by
Northwest," "Grand Prix," "The
Sandpiper" and "The Russians are
Coming, The Russians are Coming."
Tom Conway. a 1956 graduate,
would change his name to Tim and
go on to become a famous comedian. In the early 1980s he appeared regularly
on the "Steve
Allen Show1' and later as a co-star
of the comedy series "McHales
Navy."
In 1986 he was given the University's Distinguished Alumnus
Award and afterward he was a
regular on the "Carol Burnett
Show" and was featured in a few
Walt Disney Alms.

ing of the party's Steering and Policy
Committee.
"We also agreed that it was necessary to move the measure quickly,
in order that we bring relief to those
millions of Americans who must suffer through this winter without the
basics of food and shelter."
Many Democrats favor far more
than the administration is proposing,
and O'Neill referred to that sentiment
when he said, "We explained to them
that this is merely phase one."

NEWS IN BRIEF
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Ohio bank may lay off 100 workers
CLEVELAND (AP) - A move by Huntington Bank of Northeast Ohio to
combine operation centers could cost 100 to 150 workers their jobs.
Huntington has announced that it will combine its Cleveland and
Medina operation centers in a $2.5 million facility in Parma, and
Huntington Northeast President Robert Van Auken said many layoffs
could result.
Van Auken said the bank would try to transfer some employees to
Parma or other banks in the region. He said those laid off would be given
severance pay and assistance in finding other jobs.
The Huntington Northeast Ohio region has 1,623 employees. About 1.070
of them are in the Cleveland area, and about 50 work in the Medina
operations center.
The move to the Parma facUity will begin in April, and Huntington said
it plans to complete the consolidation by fall.
The center will perform all computer-related functions for Huntington
Banks of Northeast Ohio.

Weather
Partly cloudy today with a chance of rain. High in the low 40s. Clearing
tonight. Low in the mid-20s.

Money limits choices for commencement speakers
by Janet Pavaako
Waff reporter

Honorary degrees and commencement speakers are topics of controversy between University officials
and students these days.
David Frost, Erma Bombeck, Phil
Donohue and Art BuchwaW all were
once University commencement
speakers, but last year's commence-

ment, which billed no "headliner" as
a speaker, registered concern among
students.
"Getting a speaker Involves working through agents. We have no committee. Instead, the president
(University President Dr. Paul Olscamp) gets directly involved," Richard Edwards, vice president of
University Relations, said.
According to Edwards, there Is no

budget set for speakers. The funds
needed for commencement come out
of the campus and public events program.
"In switching to the semester calendar we have eliminated the March
graduation," be said. "However, with
increasing costs we will not be able to
go out for special speakers in December and August. Instead, a local
speaker will be host."

EDWARDS SATO he felt commencement was one of those annual
i for the president and others
"There is expectation to have a
headliner for a speaker, and the president is eager to provide graduates
with an intelligent speaker with something to say," he said.
According to Edwards, the president has sent out an Invitation to a

newsworthy person. He said the official announcement will probably be
made in April.
Morris Weinberger, professor of
education, said the awarding of an
honorary degree Is another way of
bringing publicity and "big names" to
the University.
"The highest honor we can bestow
Is that of an honorary doctorate. Candidates are nominated by campus

departments." Weinberger said.
He added there are two reasons the
University bestows honorary degrees.
"The first one (reason) being that
the candidate has done something so
good that we want the world to know
about it," he said. "The second U that
bestowing such an honor calls attention to us as a university, which is in
turn an honor."
See COMMENCE page 6
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New payment plan
good for students
Friday the Board of Trustees took action on a problem
concerning many University students. They unanimously
approved a new payment plan that allows students to pay
their semester fees through installments rather than in one
large sum.
Under the new plan, students who live on campus have
from April 20 to Oct. 15 to complete payment for the first
semester, and from Nov. 22 to March 10 to pay for the second
semester. Off-campus students, because they pay only tuition, have from Aug. 15 to Oct. 15 to pay for the first
semester, and Dec. 28 to March 10 to pay for the second.
There will be an added service charge of $20 and $13, for onand off-campus students, respectively, for using this payment schedule. However, this charge is understandable due
to the added paperwork and processing this new system will
require.
The new plan is a welcome relief. Funding for education is
becoming increasingly difficult and the consistent cuts in
student aid have prohibited many students from attending
college.
It is encouraging that the board is willing to help make the
expensive task of bill payments easier for University students.
The News hopes this decision indicates a willingness of the
board to seriously consider the problems faced by students
and to come up with helpful alternatives.
In an age when paying for college is becoming impossible
for some, this new plan will help those who might otherwise
not be able to afford the large semester payments.

Mead mistake made
throughout history
It seems a tempest in a laboratory
vessel, but it is more than that. Who
cares if Samoan teen-agers tricked
their coeval, Margaret Mead, ages

COMMENTARY
by Cory Wills
'.'A'.l'.'.U.'.'.i.'.iMi.i.i.iJ.i.l'.M.;^

ago? Apparently a lot of people do, to
judge from the undignified academic
hiss. And we all should care; since we
are all students of each other and
ourselves, and Ms. Mead's troubles
merely dramatize the problems we
have in making sense of ourselves,
our friends, our enemies.
The fight has been narrowly construed, in the press, as an episode in
the modern nature/nurture debate.
But it involves older and profounder
things, as well as newer and sillier
things. We are watching the interplay
of an ancient and a modern myth, that
of the "noble savage" and that of
"social science."
The idea of the noble savage goes as
far back as mankind's records - to the
Jewish story of Eden and the Greek
tales of a golden age. It lies behind
beginner versions of the Enlightenment belief in a "state of nature."
Benjamin West, among others, considered American Indians noble savages - as when he compared the
Apollo Belvedere to a Mohawk warrior.
It might be thought that modern
science would be at odds with ancient
myth, but social scientists have come
up with their own hopes about "natives," trying to find creatures uncontaminated by outside influence. This
would solve the terrible problem of
those who try to determine how human life is determined. The trouble
with studying any familiar group is
that the group is continually altering
its constitution. People come in from
outside, or commute to outside cultures that leave their imprint.
Wouldn't it be lovely, for such vexed
professors, to find a group that is
stable, isolated and subjected to the
same experiences? That was the
dream for many anthropologists, not
just for the young Margaret Mead.
But no such society exists. I do not
refer merely to the fact that scientists

arriving at such an "innocent" community would infect it with outside
concepts by the very process of observation ana questioning. Even within
the group, there is no such thing as
uniform experience. The old have
undergone a different experience
from the young - they have, at the
minimum, known what it is to age.
Some have suffered this disease,
some that. Some are male, some
female. Some are older children,
some younger.
Besides, a person's whole bearing
and self-conception differ according
to his or her differing role - e.g., when
dealing with parents, rivals, subordinates, friends. Are the Samoans
friendly cooperators, as Margaret
Mead claimed in her updating of the
noble savage myth? Or are they vicious competitors, as her critic is now
arguing? No doubt they are both because you, dear reader, are both.
So am I. And we are many other
things, in different combinations and
phases. Science cannot describe us as
a group, because it cannot describe us
even as an individual. We are too
wayward, unpredictable, for that. We
are mysteries, fumbling with other
je is that Margaret Mead
did not get close enough, long enough,
to the Samoans to understand them.
There is some merit in that argument.
But people who claim that daily contact creates understanding have to
cope with the fact that whites in the
South did not really understand "their
blacks" during the long periods of
slavery and oppression. While Benjamin west, in Europe, was praising
American Indians, those white settlers who had the most intimate dealings with them were trying to
exterminate them. Proximity u as
menacing as it is enlightening.
Edmund Burke once wrote that he
did not know how to draw up an
indictment against a whole people.
Nor could he draw up a similarly
comprehensive defense. Nor can we
describe a whole constellation of mysteries. Some find that frustrating. I
find it stimulating. We are each a
universe, dealing with other universes. Who needs space travel?
Gary Wills writes for the Universal
Press syndicate.
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Moderation essential to Mid-East
Far more than the democratic character of Israel is affirmed by the
official report calling for the ouster of
Ariel Sharon because of "indirect

COMMENTARY
By Joseph Kraft
responsibilities" for the Beirut massacre. Every line expresses the
strong institutional, political and
moral commitments that bind the
Jewish state.
The constraints apply to security
matters - even though Israel has
actually been threatened with extinction. They apply also to occupied
lands - though those were usually
acquired in acts of self-defense, and
never without provocation.
Precisely because inhibitions apEly, Israeli withdrawal does not have
> be accomplished in the panicky
baste that caused decolonization to
mean darkness and desolation for so
much of Africa and Asia. On the
contrary, provided the U.S. keeps its
head and avoids grandiose schemes,
the winding down of Israeli occupation forces can be accomplished in a
careful, deliberate way that fosters
security rather than chaos.
In Lebanon, first of all, the Reagan
administration - in large part because
the personal prestige of the President's representative, Philip Habib, is
engaged - seems obsessed with the
notion of a rapid, Israeli exit. In fact,
a staged withdrawal makes much
better sense.
It affords time for the squaring of
relations among various Lebanese
factions, and the gradual accretion of
strength to the central authority. It
facilitates co-ordination of the Israeli
exit with the departure of the occupation forces of Syria and the clandestine Liberation Organization. On the
Lebanese border with Israel there can
be worked out various arrangements
that amount to a de facto peace.
Finally, and most important, with
those prospects in view. Prime Minister Menachem Begin has some incentive not to be totally negative on
another Israeli withdrawal which
must be arranged - withdrawal from
the occupied territories on the West
Bank of the Jordan River and the
Gaza Strip.
Palestinian Arabs constitute the
overwhelming majority of the popula-

tion in the two territories. Their demographic preponderance rules out
as a practical matter enduring Israeli
control. The Camp David agreement
between Israel and Egypt acknowledged that reality by, according to the
Palestinians, the right to ^autonomy."
The Camp David offer was spumed
by almost all Palestinians, with the
PLO in the vanguard. The Begin
regime then seized the opportunity to
drive strings of settlements through
the West Back. Even so, the presence
of Jewish settlers remains relatively
light An end to the Israeli military
occupation is still in the cards.
A new framework for achieving
that goal was created by the Israeli
invasion of Lebanon. For the rout of
the PLO ted such figures as Yasser
Arafat to recognize the utter futility of
maximalist demands for conquest of
Israel proper. A formal statement
along nose lines is due this week
when the PLO National Council convenes in Algiers.
Moderation of the PLO claims
makes it possible for King Hussein of
Jordan to come forward as a stan-

dard-bearer for the Palestinian
cause. With Hussein as the negotiating partner, the stalled Egyptian-Israeli talks on Palestinian autonomy
take on new life. For Hussein is a
conservative monarch with a vested
interest in curbing radical Palestinian nationalism. That possibility appeals to many Israelis. So In talks
among Jordan. Egypt and Israel
there could be blocked out a path to
President Reagan's proclaimed objective of a Palestinian entity within
the Jordanian context.
Hussein, to be sure, also needs
protection. Like all the monarchies in
the area, including the oil kingdoms of
Saudi Arabia, Jordan is threatened by
the radical nationalists, long
ensconced in Syria, and now expecially rampant in Iran. The Iranian
attacks on Iraq represent a clear and
present danger to Russian and the
monarch of the Persian Gulf. With
luck, the Iraqis and then* conservative Arab allies can bold the Iranians
for now, and maybe buy them off
after the Ayatollah Khomeini departs
the scene.
But a move by Syria to join Iran in

the assault on Iraq would assure a
debacle for all the Arab monarchs. It
Is critical at this juncture to keep
Syria under wraps. Engagement in
Lebanon serves the purpose. So the
Syrians should not be let off the hook,
until some explcit proviso is made
against their wreaking havoc elsewhere as the radical adventurers of
the Arab world.
Time's winged chariot, in sum, is
not bearing down on the Middle East.
A one-shotIsraeli withdrawal, even if
It were possible, is not desirable.
What is wanted now is a coherent
address, in sequence, to all of the
security problems of the area - the
Persian Gulf and the West Bank, as
well as Lebanon. The need is to move
step by step along a path with each
advance making an indent for the
next. Thus enough momentum can be
created for the peace process to withstand the delays and detours imposed
by the glorious fact that Israel and
this country both feel the need for an
occasional election.

infidelity are 21 percent, a little less
than the Kinsey rate. The women who
"play around" report that it enhances
their married sex life although it also
weakens the emotional bond of marriage.
The Playboy infidelity figures are
45 percent for married men, 34 percent for the women, but the percentage of the young wives is higher than
the men. As to motivation, the editors
feel it is in part pour lesport, in part a
response to an unsatisfactory
relationship in marriage. In either
case it spells the end of the double
standard.
- Boredom is an enemy of pleasure
and happiness. Three-quarters of the
LHJ readers say their marriages are
still "romantic." Yet the Playboy
survey suggests that after four years
- whether in marriage or in a cohabiting relationship - the partners lose
sexual Interest (especially the men)
and communication gets worse.

percent have serious difficulty -which
comes to 58 percent. The Playboy
figures for women's orgasmic satisfaction - 40 percent every time or
almost, and 38 percent sometimes
cheerier than the LHJ group.
Again one wonders at the gap between the two universes. Can it be
that the drive to have everything right
- time, location, setting, perfumes,
endearments, communication - somehow gets so structured that it becomes inhibiting? I assume the
Playboy readers are looser and less
perfectionist - and that it works bet-

Joseph Kraft writes for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate.

Sex surveys
Glory be, the news from two clusters
of magazine readers is that sex is
alive and doing well and that happiness reigns supreme in the American
bedroom.

COMMENTARY
by Max Lerner
_______
L_
««»•
The magazines are pretty diverse Playboy and Ladies Home Journal.
When more than 80,000 readers of
each agree on celebrating their sex
lives, the erotic revolution must be
doing something right. Yet the differences between the two surveys say
something about America today.
- In both surveys sexual frequency
and enjoyment have made sharp imrvements since the Klnsey Report
years ago and the more recent
Morton Hunt and Redbook reports.
The Playboy samples of both sexes
(singles in their mid-20s, married in
their early 30s) are already "veterans" of the sexual revolutions, and
"are doing more of everything and
—L:

TiFTTFRS,
Reader questions
accuracy of story
As a journalism major, one would
think that I would be an avid reader of
the BG News, but I am not. I do pick
up a copy of the News and glance
through it, yet I rarely read beyond
the lead paragraph of each story. It is
not that I'm disinterested in the message each story is trying to convey; I
am very Intent on learning the occurences locally, nationally and internationally. The reason I do not read the
stories in the BG News is that the
quality of writing is often poor.
I realize this is a student paper, and
the workers are doing the Job of a
student - learning to write. So mistakes in journalistic mechanics and
style are acceptable. As is often said,
one can only team from Ms mistakes
Yet breaking fundamental journalistic prinicples dating back to the
days of Joseph Pulitzer are intolerable. Essential to credible journalistic
reporting is the need for totally accurate facts: not partial truths or hearsay, but solid facts.
I know information for stories is
sometimes difficult to obtain. Sources
are not always very cooperative, especially on controversial subjects.
Yet, I frequently notice false b-ormation about minor subjects in the BG
News that most University students

having a better time." The married
women in the Journal sample (average age 35, average marriage 12
years) are somewhat more staid, yet
they have only felicity to report. They
are (say the editors) "Happy, faithful, loving, beloved and sexy." This
self-preening has an element of hype
that goes beyond some of the figures.
- ^Relationships" are important,
whether in marriage or not. Eightytwo percent of the LHJ sample called
their marriage happy and sex satisfactory. Forty-seven percent have sex
three to five times a week. In the
Playboy sample the sex frequency
and satisfaction are better in remarriages than in first marriage. More
important, the singles (male and female) have a better time of it than in
past surveys, and those who have
''relationships" more or less enduring
are in clover.
The "cohabiting" singles have the
best time of all sexually, better even
than the married. "They are rutting
like weasels," say the editors.
Infidelity and jealously have not
beenn abolished. The LHJ figures for

- The only traumatic element in the
paradise of LHJ wives is the failure to
reach orgasm. Seven percent never
do, 15 percent frequently dont, 36
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would know is wrong.
The most recent examples were
included in the story entitled "A map
of campus hotspots ' which appeared
in theFeb. 11 edition of the ''Weekender," the weekly supplement to the
BGNews.
The two major Incorrect "facts"
concerned the ''lounge outside Prout
cafeteria.''
The author said the doors by the
stairs leading up to the Grand Ballroom are locked around 8 p.m. This is
totally wrong. A short call to the
Union would have revealed that these
doors are locked at 11 p.m. each night
when the Union closes. If there is a
rial event in the Grand Ballroom,
doors remain unlocked until it is

Jasper

- What I miss from both surveys is
not failure of performance but loss of
desire. This is what sex therapists like
William Masters, Robert Stoller and
Helen Kaplan are writing about. The
next big sex survey had better pay
special attention to it. If it turns out to
be true, it will mean that we are
paying a price for the tearing of the
veil which lent enticement to what
was once a mystery.
Max Lerner writes for the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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The other false Information was the
photograph of the "study lounge outside Prout Hall" which accompanied
the story.
The photo was of the Browsing
Room, a room used for studying on
the second floor of the Union. The
lounge the author seemed to be referring to Is the long corridor with
conches located between the Pheasant Room and Prout cafeteria. Both
locations are on the second Boor of the
Union, but the Browsing Room only
has one set of doors. In accordance
with the story's citing two different
sets of doors to this 'lounge outside
Prout HalL" there Is no way the
Browsing Room is what the writer
was referring to.
Because working on campus publi-

cations offers an opportunity for communications majors to grow in skills
and knowledge, 1 would hope the staff
at the BG News would learn from its
mistakes. The credibility of the BG
News would be vastly increased as
well as the readership.
Molliu J. Manny
OCBM3300

Prison Correspondence
Periodically the News receives letters from prisoners who would like
people to correspond with. We do not
have space to print all these requests.
However, anyone who wants to write
to one of these Individuals may stop
by the News office and look at the
tetters.

By Bates & Moore
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Florida not
by Lorl Kerch
reporter

Suntanning, sating and
partying with pixazz in
Florida during spring
break is the biggest party
of the year (or The college
student
But if you mat to bring
back more than a sunten
and a few Polaroid
snapshots tfaia roar, nerhape yon should consider
threugh the
m Washingteo
07C. The University is offering both of thee* trine
this spring.
The annual Appalachian
backpacking excursion
sponsored by the University Activities
tionencompaaaaia

stretch from Aspawaya
Gap,N.C..toDici7cre«k,
Ga., accordiBg to Jeanne
bikers will carry all their
i an their backs.
•We're roughing it," Ped. T^od, tent,
pell
clothe* - whatever you're
going to live on is carried
onyoar back far a week."
The large group of about
SO students win split into
two, OK group starting in
North Carolina aad hiking
down to Georgia, PapeU
said. The other group will
begin their Ilka in
Georgia, eventually meeting Q* others half-way,
£ added.
ANN GARAHC, junior dietetics oujor, took the Ap-

palachian trails trip
through UAO last
Sting breakfast ready,"
aW said. "It's a major
event."
Garapic said bar gross
hiked MO miles a da^aeS
toSoTuD touts* She aaVisd
tkerftheWkers'dayseaded
early, about » of In the
evening.
"By the end of the week

Mvatucr.
"We've ssiainrod i

tes*and weeTpateTS

said. "This ramr-sthMna is

am.

reaatoaaadart.''

Uaited Christie.
auowahtp■ iai MMI^

ds^Spt
ries. snasaums aad

fc

S£B3JS5

Garapic said, "ffs the peopla wbo make the trip.'7^
Garapic said she racoremends working out before
taking such a trip because
hiking long disUncos wih
a SMO pound backpack is
•physically demanding."
The cost of the Aspela-

fetiarana ana bear of
ttmart eras*, he.
an the trip,
to Muter.

Sharon replaced by ambassador
JERUSALEM (AP) Moabe Arena, Israel's
hawkish ambassador to
Washington, accepted the
post of defense minister
yesterday in place of the
ousted Ariel Sharon, who
quit the mmiatry saying "I
am not leaving a hasten
The Knesset, Iaraal'a
Parliament, voted ll-es to
remove Sharon and reshuffle the cabinet of
Prime Minister ftlenachom
Begin. Bogie will hold the
defense portfolio until
Arens is confirmed.
The Parliament debated
the government's raaponee
to the recommendations of
the Beirut massacre com-

mission, which urged Sharon's removal.
Sharon, who ran the Dofenae Miniatrv (or II
months, remains ia the
Cabinet as s minister without portfolio. Be resigned
Cabinet approved fWbngs
of an Israeli judicial commiasion that Sharon hare
responsibility for allowing;
the Beirut massacre of
Palestinians by Lebanese
Christian iruliuamen Sept.
•Ms.
The commission said
Sharon should have
stepped Christian milltiasnon from committing
the atrocity inside the Israeli-ringed Sahra and

2nd Annual
Arcade City
Challenge
coming got a
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Play all day only $2.00 la the
Stadium Plate Mon. Tees. Thure. i
8 token* far $1.00 with BGSU LD.

Wi

Cbatilla camps. U also said
_ and other tap offii bora partial i
IN A debate on Begta's
rsrry teaoer anoaew i "w*
ckwoaeced htaa far kaopaw
Sharon in the Cabinet and
said the prime minister
should have resigned. He
accused Begta's government of "deciding en a
partial pardon for itself"
by retaining Sharon in the

*ar
aPwSrttt

r...I
I mini atoli
Be said he

tse&.

Uostod States, began Us

wlduSffk*
lasate
mattars

rity and

Ye-

DESrrTE his hawkteh
views, Arens' stylo coatraste sharply wim that of
the flamboyant Sharon.
Aroaa also has said ha does
natabareSh
TJwagti Arans

In Washington, ATOM
told Israel radio's correspondent: ' "The portfolio
was offered by the

E^h.^aSSrtas'
eJeC*>-

—«

BG rtewt phouvnai ToMn

Heartstrings

Hie»y ataeaae. • tophmere ipaach and hearing theropy major. receives a bauauet
Of red and while balloons hem ber boyfriend Aaron London. London, e Junior
binary major at the University of OncinneW, arev« to Bowlino Green yetteraay *t>
deliver hi» valentine oifl.

WwU'

JOifLACOWTI
Ur§« Plzzs amenim

Sponsored by:
Alpha Lambda Delta

S.OOateaa.

Mark's Ptzzs Pub
ISMSSI
»^«agja»

flWWW

1

fa*

Tonight: 8:15
Towate Boom, Union
Open to -II

jejjej_

biAMt^n.00 itqt

p©-

1

to*

FREE DELIVERY

•ft" 4 P.M. bairet 1/17/W

' -si———■—■——■■

One glass
jWllnever
WHAT:

Cross Country Ski Raca^PndkttOn Time) - 3.2 mile (5k)
Added Extra*,' TOBOGGANING - we've sot a few, feel free to bring your own.
SNOW SCULPTURING «maximum 6 per group
COZY BONFIRE - with hot chocoUta and roasted marshniaUows

WHERE: Golf Course hiU (you can't miss it!)
WHEN: FEBRUARY 19th • 10am • lpaa (no enow date • February 26th same time!)
Ski participants must register at 9:30 am
WHY:
To Uke advantage of the "Wonderful Winter" and ski th*M,.
' Snow Sculptures - You'll need to bring your own tools!
(i.e. spoons, shovels. Buckets, etc...)
' * Ski rental at low cost available at SRC and Falcon House
•m»t»i

Available at local carry out

or tavern

iO .iia—n

•• • Skiing Participants:
t
For more information please contact the SRC

^ ^
of Bowling Green

'tig si""
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Student Affairs search Ohio truckers rolling again
s

Scott CarpeBieT
"reporter

Dr. Gerald Saddlemlre, chairman of
the department of college student personnel,
will chair an 11-member
committee that will
seek and screen applications for the vice president of Student Affairs
position, President Dr.
rani Olscamp announced at Friday's
Board of Trustees meet-

%,

committee will
conduct a thorough
search through adver-

tising, after which it will
compile a pool of qualified applicants for the
position. The body is
also responsible for recommending five unranked candidates to
the University president
by March 31.
The announcement of
appointment has been
tentatively scheduled
for the May Board of
Trustees meeting.
The University will
accept applications and
nominations until
March 16, and the top
five applicants will be
presented to the presi-

Hair Unlimited, Inc.

concerned about the climate in which students
live and learn," Crawford said.
The vice president
will serve as an administrator for the Commuter Center,
Counseling and Career
Development Center,
Office of Financial Aid
and Student Employment, health services,
intercollegiate athletics, placement services,
Student Recreation Center, Residence Life, student activities and
orientation and Standards and Procedures.

dent March 31. April 25
the candidates will visit
the University and the
president will receive
comments about them
through May 5, when
Olscamp will make the
final selection.
Suzanne Crawford, director of Affirmative
Action, and member of
the search committee,
said the committee will
be seeking "an advocate
for students."
"(I will be looking)
for applicants who have
demonstrated interest
in advocacy for students' welfare and are

"The guys were getting
itchy and antsy and
wanted to go back to work.
They didn't have enough
money1 to stay out very
long,' Hickman said in a
telephone interview from
his Jackson Center home.
"It (the strike) went a lot
better than we thought. We
didn't get accomplished
what we wanted to, but we
got a lot more than we ever
nave before," Hickman
said.
Independent truckers
parked their rigs across
the country to apply pressure for elimination of a
series of gasoline taxes
and highway user fees they
say wul add thousands of

dollars to their expenses
each year. The package
was to go into effect this
spring.
HICKMAN said members
of ITA who met with congressional leaders last
week in Washington distributed a letter from congressmen "that as we
understand it, takes precedence over everything.
"It alerts everybody to
the problem (with the gas
package) and it'll kind of
Bush things to a hearing,"
ickman said.
"They (Congress) asked
us to get the violence quieted down and come in and
talk, and this is what we

came out with," Hickman
said. "We have a foothold
now. There was no sellout."
Hickman said the new
gas package would end up
costing a family of six
from |400 to $600 a year at
the gas pump and grocery
store by the time the increases are passed down to
the consumer.
Independent truckers in
northwest Ohio voted in
Fremont on Saturday to
renew the shutdown April 1
if the government fails to
respond to a list of proposals. Hickman said he had
no knowledge of the meeting.

Trustees accept fee payment option

Family Hair Care
& Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster 353-3281
Especially for You

Precision Hair Cut
Only 6.00
Mon, Tues, & Wed.

by Laurie Madden
staff reporter

improvements to WBGUTV at Friday's board

The Board of Trustees
passed a deferred fee option plan, a graduate student grading policy change
and a proposal to make

The deferred fee option
plan will allow students to
pay tuition, meals and residence fees on an installment basis. A $20 service
charge to cover additional

|(f

MAKE THE TRADITION
Continue and join the
'83 Senior Challenge Committee
In making B.G.S.U. continue

m

The board endorsed a
recommendation made by
the Faculty Senate that a
"C" grade for graduate

students should be regarded as unsatisfactory
when translated to the S/U
grading option. This recommendation was jointly
made to the Senate by the
Graduate Council and the
Academic Policies Committee.

WE STILL HAVE APARTMENTS FOR NEXT YEAR!

We need volunteers to solicit during Senior
Giving Week. If interested contact the

Alumni Center at 2-2701

costs will be assessed each
semester to students who
use the plan. The plan will
become effective fall 1983.

University Village

Its tradition of excellence.

I

FREMONT (AP) - Most
of Ohio's 10,000 members
of the Independent Truckers Association were back
on the road yesterday, officially ending a two-weekold shutdown to protest the
nation's increased gasoline
tax.
"Most of them have already gone back to work,"
Marvin Hickman, Ohio
ITA chairman, said. He
expressed satisfaction
with the nationwide shutdown.
Hickman said ITA president Mike Parkhurst did
not actually call off the
strike; the association's
membership voted to return to work.

PHONE
352-0164

J

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid for.
Tenant pays electric only
$620 ea./semester
Mon-Fri 9-5
•Summer rates available
Sat 9-12

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S.

—CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS —

spflriHvy

Adjacent to Sterling Milk ■ Dexters • Dorsey Drugs

WE STILL HAVE A FEW
VACANCIES FOR THE
83-84 SCHOOL YEAR!

■

il '■•••;

...
le

than 20

presents

2 Bedroom, 4 Person

A

Open Weekdays and Saturdays 11-4

:

SPANKY'S and GENESEE
come in and win a t-shirt also college ID.

THURSDAY* LADIES NIGHT

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND
FALL-ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, AS LOW AS $478
PER SEMESTER-4 MAN OCCUPANCY
FURNISHED. UNFURNISHED 8450 each.
2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH-FURNISHED 8365
2 OR 3 MAN OCCUPANCY-8548 per
SEMESTER PER PERSON/3 MAN OCCUPANCY
REMEMBER WHEN IT COMES TO
SERVICE, COME TO WINTHROP TERRACE
WE STILL HAVE UNITS AVAILABLE 01
PALMER An.. SUMMIT ST.. AND NAPOLEON

VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO
LIVE BY BG STUDENTS
Offltt AT 400 IAP0LE0I ID.
HOOK 9.U0 lo 5:00 M0I-FM
■ILL K OPEN SAT. FEB 1910 104

LIVE AT

cr&vgf
NEW WAVE
DANCE PARTY

•Fatigue Pants
•Camo Shirts and Pants
•Khaki Pants

GOOD FOR 2-9-83 ONLY
Ok! t .-.

.-.yck
■

i

Life Style
Surplus
'YourM*A*S*H
Connection'

FREE PASS

Otherwise by appointment

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
352-9302
352-7365 evenings

TONIGHT

No cover charge

Leases are for 2 semesters or 9 payments

MODEL Apt B-15

Olscamp also said he
hopes to increase the number of National Merit
Scholars at the University.

'The London Boys'

v

|ht to

(heat,a/c,and hot water by gas)
$615.00 per person per semester 137.00 per month per semester

Private contributions to
the University for 1982
reached a record high, exceeding $2.5 million.

WEDNESDAY* POUNDER NIGHT SPECIAL

ALL UTILITIES PAID
EXCEPT ELECTRIC
Individual leases

University President Dr.

Paul Olscamp reported on
private gift receipts for
1982. There was a 16 percent increase in total cash
contributions over the previous year. The actual dollar amount is $1.98 million.

with

TUESDAY* "DIMES FOR DAMES"
. DANCN

The board also agreed
the management of
WBGU-TV should apply
for the replacement of obsolete equipment, higher
transmitting power and
the use of Channel 27,
which has greater transmission efficiency than
Channel 57. The management will be filing an application with the Federal
Communications Commission for authority to make
these changes.

. I

Ohio

SALE:

NOW LEASING FOR

FALL 1983
516 Ridge Street
RIDGE MANOR APART.
2 bedroom, furnished townhouses dose to campus. Carpeted, garbage disposals,
all utilities included with rent Laundry facilities available. New carpeting
in some units.
9 1/2 BO.

2&3manrate
4 man rate

2067/tem (435/no)
2376/sem (500/mo)

215 E. Poe Road
GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
1 bedroom furnished and unfuinished apartments with a single bath. Electric
hearing and residents pay for the electric.

Famished:

1 person rate 9 l/2mo. 200.00 & dec
2 person rate
225.00 & dec.
Unfurnished:
1 person rate
2 person rate

185.00 & dec.
200.00 & dec.

12 mo. 185.00 & dec.
200.00 & dec.
175.00 A dec.
185.00 A dec.

Furnished and unfurnished effkiendes also available at this complex. AD
utilities are included with the rent.

Furnished
Unfurnished

9 l/2mo. 165.00
160.00

12mo. 150.00
145.00

MAURER-GREEN OOA2 4 K
RENTALS
352-0717
Wofti r £
Greenbriar Inc.
Wooster
St.
Hr». Mon-Fri - 8:30a.m. -

>:OQ p.m.

Saturday

*:UUa.m.^_l:0U P-m

Wool Pants and
Scrub Suits
Miscellaneous Military Paraphernalia
904 E. Wooster Next to T.O.'st
Open: 10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

An
Invitation...
Th* ML Sinai Medial Center of OreUnd, a major uminraity affiliated medical center, unite* Reghrtertd and
Graduate Nurse* t* Ma a progreaarre healthcare team ia
wMdj^au may continue to learn, grow and advance a* •
Oar departmeat of noraiag ia patient-centered aad dedicated to the adyaaeement of nunjnf can. We MC th* role
of the RN a* one of piaaning, eo-ordiaating, eraulating
aad directly giving patient can.
W* conduct inaoratm coune* to help the recently graduated aura* bridge th* transition from nursing »ehool to
th* hoopital eariroaaant We proridt coaprchraaiv*
oriaaiatton far the anartanead RN. a* wall as continual
iaaatrlw aducittna tofland to each fadWdnal'a aaada.
We offer aa excellent starting •alary pro* a coiapraawi
ana paid benefit program. You may chooee Monday thru
Friday tcbectalmg on a variety of patient care area*, leariag asoat weekml fn* to pursue other iatertct*.
Per mon information plaaai call:
Dorothy Qreenwld, RN
»to«ailon*l Nun* R—rartw

219-421
THIMT. SINAI
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Storms jam cities on East coast
NEW YORK (AP)-Millions of Eastern city dwellers struggled back to work
yesterday through the residue of one of the nastiest
blizzards in memory, with
mounds of gray sludge
blocking buses, stalling
can and delaying overcrowded commuter trains
up to two hours.
The death toll from the
Blizzard of '83, which
dumped 2-3 feet of snow
from North Carolina to
New England on Friday
and Saturday had climbed
to 87, including the 24 dead
and 9 missing and presumed dead in the sinking
of a coal ship in rough seas
30 miles off Virginia.
But the Eastern Seaboard was spared an expected second dose of snow

from another storm out of
Dixie. After brushing the
East Coast with light snow
or rain from the Carolinas
to New Jersey, the storm
swept out to sea below New
York.
In California, in the
meantime, a Pacific storm
churned powerful surf
along the coast Sunday
from San Diego to San
Francisco, capsizing boats
and killing at least three
people.
THE LATEST East Coast
storm glazed highways
with snow or freezing rain
in North Carolina around
Greensboro and an area
north of Raleigh and sent
beach-eroding waves
pounding into the Outer
Banks, shutting down four

.' oper
But to the north it was
mainly cold, with subzero
readings across New York
and New England, where
streets in many cities remained blocked with cars
stuck in snow up to the
doorhandles.
Many people complained of price-gouging by
tow truck operators.
The New Jersey Division
of Consumer Affairs said it
had received 40 such calls
by noon, with people complaining they had been
charged as much as (100 to
have their snowbound cars
towed off the road.
Baltimore police arrested more than 100 people for looting stores over
theI weekend.

Angry men tell
E.T. to go home
LOS ANGELES (AP) E.T.. the leathery little
movie star, should get lost
in space for good, say two
men who are sick and tired
of seeing his face on everything from snack trays to
underwear.
Ron Deutsch, 23, and his
partner, Tom Clement, 26,
decided to manufacture "I
hate E.T." T-shirts to protest the hoopla surrounding the extra-terrestrial
star of Universal's hit
movie.
"I don't know how any
kid could love E.T.,''
Deutsch said Wednesday.
"He's scaly and an ugly
creature. If I were a kid, I
would have nightmares
over him rather than sweet
dreams."
He and Clement advertised the T-shirts last December in "Rolling Stone"
magazine. They received
more than 200 orders before Universal Studios
heard about the shirts.
Universal sent a teleSam warning that selling
5 shirts would be unfair
competition and infringe-

ment of the studio's copyright.
'"They already got $300
million (in profits) on it,
and we are engaging in
unfair competition,"
Deutsch said sarcastically.
"Universal's reaction is
like the country of Belgium
attacking Russia."
BUT CLEMENT and
Deutsch said they agreed
to return the $6 each customer had paid for a Tshirt.
The shirts had the E.T.
symbol of the creature's
glowing finger extended.
The responding finger of a
little boy was turned
around in an obvious gesture of "digital disdain,"
Deutsch said.
"We first got the idea at
the end of November,
which was just about the
time the E.T. hype started
to climax," he said. "We
were discussing ways to
Sublicly vent our frustraon. One way to be speaking out was wearing a Tsfurt. It beats carrying a
sign."

"It will be several days
at least before the secondary streets are cleared,"
Harry Zacher, of Philadelphia's Division of Public
Property, said. "We're
still trying to get the primary streets cleared."
New York was faring
better, as far aa getting
streets at least partially
cleared, but most six-lane
highways had only four
lanes open.
However, rush hour traffic was about 30 percent
lighter than usual, which
averted "total chaos," as
one official put it.
On the rails, commuter
trains were running late some delayed up to two
hours and others canceled
outright.

Aa another side-effect of
the blizzard, the American
Red Cross in Baltimore
faced a "critical shortage
of blood," according to Pat
Owens, a spokeswoman.
She said since bloodmobiles were unable to operate over the weekend, an
anticipated 900 units of
blood were not collected.
TRAFFIC jams developed
in downtown Philadelphia,
where residents largely ignored a plea from Mayor
William Green to use public transportation and
leave their cars at home.
Many Philadelphia
neighborhoods remained
snowbound and Green
asked non-essential city
personnel to take a vacationday.

v-v*TrOLLEGE NIGjflT^"!

APPLICATION FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP
Deadline: Friday, March 25,1983..
Office of the President
The Frazler Ream* Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was eatabJ
lianed In 1974 In recognition of Frazler Reams Sr. and hia distinguished service In
the broadcasting industry and as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowllnf
Green State University
Five fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to pursu
jcareers In public affairs (speech communication and broadcasting, journalism
political or governmental service, public health, community service, law or some
other public affairs field). A rising student Is a student with a minimum Q.P.A. of 3.2
who will attend BQSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, end who will graduate
no sooner than May 1984. Each fellow will receive $1000. Fellows will be selected by
committee composed of BQSU faculty, a vice president of the University and a
representative of the Reams family. The selection of fellows will be based on an
Initial screening process and further review which may Include personal Interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be submitted to the Office of Academic Affairs (230 McFall Center) by 5
p.m., Friday, March 25,1983.
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the
awards which will be presented et a dinner on Monday, May 2,1983.
Applications available Monday, Feb. 7,1983 in the Office of Academic Affairs 230
awcFall Center.

T'U'E'S'D*
ADULTS *1.99
A Chopped Sleak or Filel o( Fish Dinner with Baked Polalo.
Worm Roll with Bulter and Our All-Yoo-Con-Eal Salad Bar, or
Enjoy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $2.49

CHILDREN .99

Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin.

P0NDEB0S&

PHI MU 1983
CABINET MEMBERS!
INCLUDE:
Assitant Phi Trainer-Laura Fushimi
(Washboard Band Member-Andi EmmerthJ

wwv

These names were inadvertently omitted
in the Thursday Feb. 10 News ad.

MILLION

NEW ACTIVE
MEMBERS INCLUDE

3.49

Michelle Barbie
Lisa Hecox
Anne Ryan

LOOK LIKE A
FOR JUST

If you spend more than

SHAMPOO & SET
$4.49 WEEKENDS

$9Q88 $AQ88

Congratulations!
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roe en.

How to make peace with'Hstoy

I vtar csaka tf tnr I9M cam* Iran I
TwM, ffcwfc, iwi>, m» st m* IIMII priciJ thjfcir.

for quality
eyeglasses
you may need
more than your
eyes examined.
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HAIR FASHIONS

im men m ADVIITOI
AM TMI men YOU PAY

OPEN 8 to 8 Daily
SW4SATURDAY

No Appointment
Just Walk Inl
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832 S. Main

Next to Lane Drug
352-9763

SUisseMocr,a

salons throughout the Midwest ■ and growing!

.stockVj***
,n
^merica.

LSAT
GMAT

EAT-IN
CARRYOUT
IN A HURRY''

510 E. WOOSTER AVE.
Phone: 352-9814

Try Our Drive-Thru
Fast, Friendly Service
Sub Delivery 25 charge
2 Hubn minimum

DELIVERY SPECIAL

Seminars now forming for
Jaauary 29th GMAT
February 19th LSAT

250 off!

for further information

If rjie academic wars are getting you down, dedare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. Ifs just one of five delidously
different flavors from
General Foods*
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS* INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEEUNC AS A FLAVOR

EVERY SUB

call (313) 261-LSAT

classes held in
Ann Arbor
Toledo
Dearborn
Troy
East Lansing

T)exter\

Good Sunday thru Wednesday
352-4497

Delivery starts at 4pm

352-9814
• Qwf^FMdiCliipil—I
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visitors to support
services
pvr-DHAY.mtHif)-

Island.

fitoi

poseorrewhich ceuto unpoee
or repeel piggyback sake
sales taxes
af trenails percent to U
percent The authorities
vooid atoe here the pewer
to taapese or repeal a similar tax on water transportation companies at a rate
at 1 percent on half af a

If it war*** tor tovrtoto,
toe iriiiwi of ton Leas

below
dents of die _
said Monday
new taw to uatotato
services, and rtoitors i
bear the bwdaa,
SUUBap-PradDtarioc,
D-M
beariniifl;
daybatea
andlteansi
bill be has
create too
diatricti MiddU analands, and*

IT"

J's WD weuM creT*V«
ato two laaW aathorities,

aHleathT^Vl*laade.
artoapproxi*nat*rrl&oU>•n are pannaart real-

ana vacationers
swell tfaoae populations by
the thousands.
Like the islanders, tourists consume water, generate sewage and travel the
roads. But it's up to the
permanent population to
pay far those services and
to figure out how to maintainthssn.
WUliam Burris, the
North Baa* representative
on the Pet-to-Bay township
board of trustees, said
some services are expensive.

PR

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

1

to conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
. ;r :
VICES
Reasonable Rates
Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green
Call 372-2601 or stop vy'lM University Hall
sjstwar-^wsn-r-iiii. I
■riiniri

One-child families studied

Chinese kids spoiled by parents
PEKING (AP) - Feorrear-osd Xue Nan awakaos
W mother to tfwaietta of
the night and demands that
she cook bar favorite
dishes. Her mother does.
Wei Ran insists on chocolate at every meal, aad
atthongh he suffers nosebleeds from the caffeine, his
parents lovingly mix it into

a.

in a society where dren in China is not known,
dene fertharn they but all families are ordered to have only one
child and more than 114
million couples have
pledged to have no mere.
IT ■ aa wander that postFamilies with one child
. oae-child
aprattyche- get more benefits, more
space,
better child care
itk girl, arms ot
her and they can afford to give
stretched,
km their one darling a bit
■al
Jia Iili primps and pre- only
more.
ens to minutes every any
at a mirror. deciding what
A current aavtog has it IN SOME schools an only
to wear, before haaifag off
child will get inoculations
to kindergarten.
ahead of others. In Canton
These are only children.
an orthopedic group parthe pampered prodwtto at
the ferns surgery on onlyChina's Jrigidi one-child an,"'child polio victims before
family r fl"** *'t imperThe■ family ethers. During the northative designedto keeo the
ssnpty are ern China drought last
~H»fi^jj» under 1.) billion
dam and no year, only children remad
by the year MOO.
who heads the ceived limited powdered
They are the pride and family aaymore," Liang milk and vitamins Bret
joy. the sun and moon of Dunn, e teacher at Dongsi when there was not enough
doting parents of modest Watiao Kindergarten in to go around for other
means. But they pose a Wong, says.
needy children.
profound problem, say social scientists who tear
The eventual social imA cartoon to a Paktog
plications of a generation
China, built by hardened
revolutionaries, is rearing m deafgetttog a scare of of only children are worrya generation of spoiled lMtecteMaad&Mgetog. ing educators. Thirty-two
hame where he is watted books on child-rearing
have been published for
They are mare creative,
inquisitive and healthy
parents of only children.
The Academy of Social Scithan other children, the
sociologists say. They are
ences is studying haw to
atooUgh achievers, alef onty chil- counteract what could be
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Then the girl stopped
crying and went to school.

frees Pane 1
BUT WEINBEKGEIt
said the awarding of honorary ilagriM is a highly
Motrovorsial issue among
Faculty Senate.
"The nomination must
first pass by the honorary
It then
needs a majority veto of
the Faculty Senate. FollewiH that, the president
mast approve it. and lastly
the Board ef Trustees
(moat approve it)," be
Weinberger said a conusually occurs
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when a

hero js
■ or not
to give haeerary degrees to
Bay Bradbury and Erma
Bombeck was a controversial issue.

"Many members of the
faculty senate feel that
baoarnry degrees should
be reserved for scholars
only," be amid.
'If you take that approach, Robert Frost and
Hubert Humphrey, who
were giants to their fields,
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to a country where many
generations may live under one roof. idle grandpa-

"Often when the parent
appears at the gate to take
a child home, says teachar Liang Duan, "the
child starts to go wild and a
nice child in The nursery
becomes a terror at
home."
One 5-year-old girl in
Shanghai refused to go to
kindergarten after her
mother went to work without promising to buy her a
new scarf. She threw a
tantrum. Finally her
grandmother called the
mother at work. She left
bar tab, bought the scarf
and took it home.

2442 E Collier 8.E.. Grand Rapids, MtcMgan 49508
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

seven days lor your convenience.
wtosnjCewweafSeirw
Tews* way V* tote Tto Nftew

3650 Secor Heed
BtotoSOi
Toledo, Ohio

" When we do manage to
cultivate good habits u an
only child," the teacher
said, "it often is spoiled by
a word or two from the
parents."

At Dongsi Wutiao, lM of
1* children between J and
I are only children. Some
board at school, going
home on weekends and retenbng Monday wtth more
behavior problems.

For lull tnlonnaUon—write 10:

"-W
^

. they treat
only children like toys, she
•ays. They also may push
them too hard, force them
to learn too early and demand fi"*—"'* «™«»n—w
but neglect their moral ed-

Special Summer Rates

THE LANDLORD

if!

Writing to the newspaper
China Daily, Cheng
Fengxhi, a teacher at
Donisi Wutiao, says only
children are pampered and
egotistic because their parents do not knew how to
discipline them. If parents
knew they can have ant
one child, she says, may
shower everything on him
or bar, wanting the beat
but sometimes doing the

E. Woostcr - Houses for 5/8 Students 9 mo. iw.
E. Merry- Houses for 4/5 Students 9 mo w~
E. Merry - Apts. for 3/4 Students 9 mo *•1 Bedroom House & Apartments 12 month lease starting summer
Efficiency Apts. - long or short term leases
QjiOliSioio m

For Over 40 Years The Standard of
ExceMence in Test Preparation.

Bay* ™

rents lavish attention on
graadcasldrea and that can
give aa enty child aa exaggerated sense af impertooee. Because they have
m brothers or sisters, they
do not learn to share and
cooperate at aa early age.

COMMENCE-

CARTY RENTALS

Phone 352-7365

STi

£»^cnSw.
1

REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED

S-1-S3

S-I-M

i

lapels Cafcee Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheeeecako Begelsj

PROUT (PRALrr)
A living expertonce toteoretlng educational sctiviliee that promote academic
excellence and broaden exposure to extracurricular pursuits is again planned
tor Prottt Hall. Major goals will be to create an environment that encourages
scholarship and that enables residents to maximize personal growth. Programming opportunities help dorotop skills of leadership and group participation,
and increase social responsibility.

WHERE ARE YOU LIVING DURING 1983-84?
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A DIFFERENT CONCEPT
IN RESIDENCE LIVING?
CONSIDER PROUT HALL '83- '84!

Potential Programs;

Hail Polish
Residence Life Policies

Hall Community Council
Coed
Workshops
24-hour visitation
Mini-concerts
Quiet hours
Tutoring/Academic Advising
Social & Recreational Activities
Studant/Faculty Activities
And More!!!

•FOR MORE INFORMATION AND/OR APPLICATION, SEE YOUR HALL
DIRECTOR OR STOP BY THE OFFICE OF RESIDENCE UFE
426 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
■'■■■' j

tfAITMEITSNEAT AS A PHI
•TWO BDRMS, ONE BATH, CARPETED
•WASHER/DRYER IN BUILDING
•FREE CABLE TV
•FURNISHED
•MAINTENANCE MEN ON DUTY
•AIR CONDITIONING
•FREE HEAT»FREE WATER*FREE SEWER
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•9 OR 12 MONTH LEASE

CALL US FOR EXACT ADDRESS!!

NEWLOVE NMIMEMENT
336 S. Main
352-5620

I

JACK'S
BAKERY

*

Buy 2 Craam Cheese
Cupcakes Qat Ona Fraa

I?

one coupon par purchase

I
*
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FMCT'I EU

Hoati M-F HO Sil. a San. HO

PTMM

ma cou*on

364-1001
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BG News
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Jenkins' 32-point effort thwarted as Falcons lose
by Marc Dclph
sports reporter

Hie tans - In the world of basketball they are commonly referred to as
the sixth man. And the sixth man in
Anderson Arena Saturday, totalling
4,010, provided the booster shot to
players one through five enough to
rally them back to a lead late in the
game they did not possess since a 1312 edge five minutes into the contest.
Northern Illinois, however, hung on
to steal a 69-67 victory from the Palcons in what was probably the most
exciting final minutes in any MidAmerican Conference game this season.
That sixth player brought its presence to an extremely intimidating
level with 10:12 remaining in the
game when the center-court
scoreboard flashed a two-point Miami
victory over Ohio. The message temporarily wiped out a shadow that
hovered over Bowling Green's
chances of maintaining the sole spot
atop the MAC for the entire season and almost caused an unexpected
expansion to the Arena as the fans
nearly blew the top right off.
"WE HAVE great people, and
great fans," a subdued BG coach
John Weinert said after the game.
"They (the fans) tried their hardest to
get us up. They've been super, especially the student fans, they're the
vocal ones. We have to have them
down the stretch with Miami, OU, and
Ball State all coming up at home."
Nearly three minutes after "the
cheer heard around the MAC," NIU's
season-long top dog Tim Dillon - who
was eight-of-12 from the field for 16
points against BG - committed his
fifth foul of the evening and had to sit
out the remainder of the game. This
also proved to be a rafter-shaking
n's replacement was senior
Mike Padden, and, after the crowd
checked out his numbers for the season - scoreless - BG followers
chuckled, while Huskie fans snarled.
As it turned out, NIU ended up getting
the last laugh as Padden's late-game
free throws were the difference in the
final score.

With 7:19 to go, the Falcons were
sitting with a six-point deficit at 53-47,
when BG started to roll behind two
straight David Jenkins' 15-foot Jumpers to cut NIU's edge to two points, 53AT THAT point, the Huskies' leading scorer on the night, Ron Undfors,
who went on to score 22 points, was
called for a charging foul on BG's Bill
Faine. The call proved to be the last
straw for NIU head coach John McDougal and he redeved a technical
foul courtesy of a passing official.
Falcon guard David Greer sank
both technical free throws to tie the
score at 53-apiece. Faine, however,
missed his one-and-one attempt but
BG's Colin Irish tipped in the rebound
while drawing a foul for a 55-53 Falcon
advantage, and a chance for more.
Irish missed his three-point attempt, but, once again BG's Keith
Taylor ripped down the rebound and
dished off to Greer for a 15-foot
Jumper and a 57-53 lead with 5:21
The Falcons did not score again for
nearly three minutes which allowed
MAC 8TANDING8
Team
MAC
Bowling Green
9-3
Ohio
9-3
Miami
8-4
Ball State
7-5
Toledo
66
Kent State
6-6
N. Ill
6-6
C. Mich.
4-8
E. Mich.
3-9
W. Mich.
2-10

Overall
14-7
14-5
11-10
138
12-9
12-9
8-13
912
7-14
4 18

the Huskies to rally back to a twopoint, 59-57 edge. Jenkins tied it at 59all with a pair of free throws at the
2:47 mark.
Lindiors, a dominating force
throughout the night for NIU with a
game-high 11 rebounds, dropped in a
layup for a 61-59 lead, a lead the
Huskies did not let go for the remainder of the contest.
BOTH CLUBS traded a series of
buckets, including Padden's infamous
3-of-4 free throw attempts for a 66-63
Huskie lead with 54 seconds remaining.
Then came a crucial turnover un-

derneath the BG basket, as Jenkins
went up for alayup he lost the ball out
of bounds to NIU. Shortly thereafter,
Jenkins fouled NIU's Carl Armato,
who made both attempts from the
charity stripe for a 68-63 commanding
advantage with Just 35 seconds showing on the clock.
'"The ball was wet and as I went up
it slipped
out of my hands." Jenkins
said. nI was real upset with myself."
. Jenkins sank two more layups before Taylor fouled Armato with two
ticks left on the clock. Armato made
one free throw attempt for the final
score of the night at 6967.
The loss, the second one this season
to NIU, allowed OU to remain tied for
first place in the MAC with the Falcons at 9-3. Miami is one game behind
at 8-4, followed by Ball State at 7-6.
The Huskies evened their league record to 6-6.
"BOWLING GREEN is a really
tough ball club," Dillon said. "We
knew we had to play intense, though
we did stick to our regular game plan.
"The way Jenkins was hitting and
widdling the score down," he added
about the final minutes. "I was
afraid..."
The way Jenkins was hitting was a
perpetual understatement by Dillon.
Jenkins had his best night ever in a
BG uniform, hitting 13-of-21 from the
field and six-of-nine from the line for
32 points while adding nine rebounds.
%e should have taken it to them,"
Jenkins said. "They beat us the first
game, I owed them something (only
seven points in that game) and we
owed them something. They beat us
the first time and I was psyched."
Lindiors and Dillon combined for 28
glints in the first half to lead the
uskies to a 36-31 advantage at the
intermission.
BOWLING OMIN 67
Fain,. 10-2—22; Irish. 4-2—10; Toylor, 10—2; Jenkins. 13-6—32; Greer. 4-3—11;
Jockson. 0-0—0; Woddell, 0-0—0; Abendroth. 2-0-4. TOTALS; 28-11—67.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 6*
llndfor», 10-2—22; waller, 6-4—16: Dillon. B-O—16; Armato, 3-3—9; Thomo». 11—3: Poddan. 0-3—3: Graan. 0-0—0:
Robinson, 0-6—0. TOTALS: 28-13—69.

Knoblauch paces women cagers
by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Bowling Green's Deanne Knoblauch added some real class acts to
her already fine record collection.
But these aren't the kind of records you buy at Finders or The
Source and they didn't cost her one
cent. Instead, Knoblauch broke
three University women's basketball milestones to add to her old
collection of seven. And the only
cost was paid by Northern Illinois
in the form of a loss to the Falcons,
89-60, last Saturday in Anderson
Arena.
These new records may not be
on the charts very long, but one in
particular has already hit the top.
That performance being a 31-point
output in last Saturday's victory
that wiped away a 30-point effort
by Linda Hardy which had stood
since 1976.
The other two records are free
throws made in one game, which
was set in 1978 by Bobbi Little with
12 (now standing at 15), and free
throw attempts in one game, which
was set last season by Chris Turtle
with 15 (now standing at 20).
Speaking of broken records,
watching the end of Saturday's
contest was like a listening to a
vinyl record with a skip in it aa BG
scored 17 of its 19 points in the final

6:02 via the free throw.
AT THAT point (6:02 left in the
game), the Falcons had a commanding 62-46 advantage when
NIU mentor Rita Horky called
time out and made the coaching
decision to try and foul BG players
MAC Women Standings
Team
MAC
Overall
Miami
11-1
14-5
C.Mich
93
16-5
Toledo
8-4
15-5
Bowling Green
7-3
11-7
Ohio
6-6
10-1
Kent State
6-6
812
E. Mich.
5-7
7-12
li. III.
4-8
1011
Ball State
4-8
6-11
W. Mich.
012
317

who were bringing the ball upcourt. This strategy, commonly
used by many basketball coaches,
but usually in the waning minutes
of a game, is done hoping the
player fouled will miss her first
one-and-one free throw attempt,
and giving a Huskie player the
chance for the rebound.
It just so happens that Knoblauch is the Falcons' point guard Siring her the opportunity to bring
e ball upcourt. Thus, the reason
behind her reconJ-breaking marks
at the line. In fact, Knoblauch had
10 points in the final six minutes all from the line. Fortunatly for BG

she sank an above average 75 percent of her charity shots.
"I still respect her coaching ability," BG coach Kathy Bole said
about Horky. "Most coaches go to
it (the intentional foul) when
they're down. I'm not going to
second guess her."
ALSO TAKING advantage of
NIU's 31 personal fouls (compared
to 14 by the Falcons) were BG's
Melissa Chase, who was eight-foreight from the line for 18 points,
and Chris Turtle (five-for-five).
BG's Sherry Eubanks had one of
her better performances this season in the eyes of coach Bole.
"Sherri Eubanks had one of finest games," she said. "It was probably her longest (23 minutes). She
could be a great defensive player
with her quickness, size, and Jumping ability. She is also one of our
most consistent scorers. It's got to
be gratifying to her... we're
proua."
The Falcons got out of the gate
fairly slowly offensively as they
shot a mediocre 29.7 percent from
the field in the first half. Defense
kept BG in the game by causing 9
NIU turnovers in the first period
and the Falcons found themselves
up at the intermission, 32-26.
In the second period the Falcons
caught fire and shot an amazing
65.4 percent from the field.

Bowling Green's Oavld Jenkins tries lor one of hi* career-high 32 points
during the Felconi' 69-67 lots to Northern Illinois at Anderson Arena laat
Saturday night.

'Huskie Hex* plagues Falcons
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

The Bowling Green men's basketball team has become victim of the
"Huskie Hex".
For the last three years Northern
Illinois' basketball team has given BG
more than they can handle and last
Saturday's 69-67 loss at Anderson
Arena is a perfect example. BG has
lost 11 of the last 16 games against
NIU and are on the short end of a 16-10
series record.
The Falcons have a 9-3 record in the
Mid-American Conference with two of
their losses coming at the hands of the
Huskies. BG lost to NIU earlier this
year, 62-51, at DeKalb. That game
marked the ninth time that BG has
lost at NIU - compared to only three
victories.
Over the past three years, the Falcons have a 47-6 record at home. NIU
can be thanked for three of those
losses.
Saturday's loss to NIU snapped a
borne winning streak against MAC
opponents at 14. BG's last loss at
home to a MAC opponent was March
3,1981.
And the team that beat BG on that
date? Who else but NIU. That loss
eliminated the Falcons in the quarter
finals of the MAC tournament. It was
the only time BG failed to reach the
semi-finals since the tournament began three years ago.

Falcon leers winless against Fighting Irish
by Tom Hlsek
assistant sports editor

The continuing tale of the tainted
stick and the strong goaltending of
Notre Dame's Bob McNamara
spelled doom for Bowling Green's
hockey team last weekend, aa the
Falcons continued their four-game
tailspin at South Bend, Ind.
On Friday night, overtime goals by
John Samanakt and Peter Wilson
were disallowed because both BG
players had their sticks curved beyond the allowable one-half inch, resulting in a 4-4 tie. And McNamara
rebounded from an earlier 12-2 and 123 shelling at the Ice Arena to make 47
saves on Saturday night (combined
with a saves on Friday) - insuring a
M Fighting Irish victory.
Road trips have started to plague
the Falcons, for the second straight
week BG picked up only one point on
the weekend. With only two weeks
remaining in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association season, BG is still
on top of the league standings, but
owns only a three point lead over
Michigan State and Ohio State.
"We've played bad two weekends
in a row. We've just gotten two points

out of a possible eight. February has
not been a good month for our club,"
BG coach Jerry York said.
"Both Western (Michigan) and
Notre Dame combined good goaltending with good checking. We did not
WDOM- MEDIA POLL
Place
1
2
3

Team
Minnesota (10)
Providence
Wisconsin

4

Ohio State

5
6
7
8*
9
10

North Dakota
RPI
Michigan State
Bowling Oreen
Mlnneeota-Duluth
Harvard

Record
28-6-1
26-5-0
23-9-3

22-5-5
20-11-1
17-7-0
25-7-0
22-6-4
24-12-1
13-6-1

play as nearly as well as we have
teen. We're making mental mistakes
on the ice and giving up the puck in
our own zone. The goals we're giving
op are not good goals."
BG'S PETER Wilson was the catalyst in Friday's contest as he picked
up two goals - while Perry Braun and
Gtno Cavallini tallied the other Falcon goals in the second period - giving
BG a 4-3 lead going into the third
period. But ND's Kirt Bjork tipped a
■hot past BG goalie Mike David at the

dred wooden sticks from a company
with instructions to be curved slightly
less than one-half inch - there are
bound to be a few sticks exceeding the
allowable curvature.
"I LEFT that up to the players in
the past to measure their own sticks,"
WMP L-RADIO COACHE 8POLL
York said. "But that rule will no
Team
Place
Record
longer exist. It's especially bad when
Minnesota (9)
1
28-61
you're working with wood because it
2
Providence (1)
26-5-0
bends so easily."
3
North Dakota
20-11-1
BG's performance on Saturday was
Michigan State
4
marred by a lackluster power play
257-0
5
Ohio State
22-5-5
performance as the Falcons went 06
Wisconsin
23-9-3
tor-7 with the man advantage. But the
Bowling Green
7
226-4
CCHA referees didn't help toe flow of
8
Mlnnesota-Duluth
24-12-1
the game - 32 penalties were called
9
Harvard
13*1
(with 13 against BG) as goalie Wayne
10
RPI
17-7-0
Collins suffered his first loss of the
coaches - and the challenges wan season.
found to be valid.
With the current four-game losing
The sticks are made illegal by
using a blow torch to heat the blade of streak, BG has dropped to eighth in
the
WDOM-CHSB media poll and sevthe stick, thus increasing the curvature. It is a common practice in the enth in the WMPL coaches' poll.
CCHA, yet the luck never seemed to Meanwhile, both OSU and HSU
be in favor of the Falcons. Wilson moved ahead of the Falcons in both
never even doctored his stick - it polls.
"The consequences are obvious,"
came directly from the factory in that
York said. "We've got to really scruticondition.
Although disappointed, York said nize this ihlng closely. It's a tough
when the team orders several hun- thing for us to swallow."
10:01 mark of the third period, sending the same into overtime.
But then the two game-winning
goals by Samaatkl ana Wilson were
scratched from the record books as
both shots were challenged by ND

BG News PhotcwJerry Cattaneo

NIU seems to beat BG when there is
a great deal on the line.
Two years ago a home court loss to
the Huskies cost the Falcons an outright MAC title. Last year in the MAC
tournament semi-finals, NIU defeated BG 67-66 and went on to to
become tournament champions and
earn a NCAA playoff birth.
Huskies' coach John McDougal said
his team's continous success against
BG is probably coincidental.
"We don't prepare any harder or
better for BG," McDougal said. "We
have been pretty fortunate and Anderson (Arena) has been good to us."
Until Saturday's game junior toward David Jenkins had been the
prime victim of the "Huskie Hex." In
his first six games against NIU, Jenkins had averaged only 7.8 points and
four rebounds per game. However, he
did put the hex on bold Saturday by
scoring a career-high 32 points.
Jenkins attributed the continuious
trouble against NIU to team and
personal frustration.
"We have nobody to blame but
ourselves," Jenkins said. "There was
a little intimidation on Northern's
part. We just did not have our minds
into the game. We became hesitant in

shooting. We should have just put it
(the ball) up and not worry about
being blocked."
"I had to pick myself up after my
last game at Northern," he said. '1
just kept going at them. People keep
talking about their (Northern's) size,
but my father always told me that size
doesn't make a man."
Whenever the Falcons and Huskies
meet, records never can predict the
outcome of the game. BG took its first
place record of 9-2 against NIU's
record of 5-6 into Saturday's game,
but it became difficult to teU who was
the first place team and who was the
sixth place team.
BG coach John Weinert admitted
that Northern has been giving his
team constant problems over the past
years.
"They (Northern) give us more
trouble than anything else," he
added. "They have an awful lot of
talent to be 9-12 (overall record)."
Between the "Miami Whammy"
and the "Huskie Hex," BG still has a
tough road ahead of them. The Falcons meet Miami next weekend and if
history decides to repeat itself, BG
might have to face NIU again in the
MAC tournament.

Swimmers beat Toledo
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

It was a one-for-two weekend for
the Bowling Green men's swimming
team.
The men began the weekend last
Friday with a 77-36 loss to Mid-American Conference powerhouse Eastern
Michigan but came back to spoil
Toledo's season finale, 64-49.
The victory against Toledo gave
the Falcons a winning season with an
overall record of 6-5 and a 4-1 record
in the MAC.
Coach Ron Zwierlein said the win
at Toledo was a big win for his team.
"Toledo has always been a traditional rivalry. This win gives us a
little momentum going into the MAC
tournament," Zwierlein said.
The Rockets jumped on the Falcons
in the 400-yard medley relay and took
a 7-0 lead but that was the only highlight for Toledo. After the relay - it
was all Bowling Green.
Freshman Chris Blrnbrtch began a
winning streak of eight events for BG
by capturing the lOOMreesryle. Freestylist Matt Lenhart put the Falcons
ahead for good with a victory in 200fieestyle. Lenhart was one of two
double winners for BG. He later won
the 100-freestyle.
"THEY GOT mentally tuned up for
us because they have never beaten
us," Lenhart said. It gives us a pos-

itive mental attitude for the MAC'S.
Jeff Layne was the other double winner against Toledo. Layne showed
versatility by capturing the 50-freestyle and the 200-butterfly.
In between Layne's two victories
Les Szekely and Phil Koester took the
200-individual medley and the onemeter diving competition, respectively.
Freshman Dave Penning rounded
off the Falcons victory by winning the
lOO-backstroke.
Friday's meet against EMU was
not as successful for BG's tankers.
BG only won two events out of 13.
Zwierlein said Eastern's swimmers were just too overwhelming.
"We took a realistic look at the
meet and swam some of our kids in off
events They had too much depth."
Zwierlein said. "We really had nothing to prove."
Koester gave BG its only victories
S' capturing the one and three-meter
ring competition. Koester victories
came at the hands of EMU'S Mark
Laws who had beat Koester all
through high school. Rooster's three
wins over the weekend gives him an
undefeated season
Zwierlein said this is what Koester
needed to end his dual meet season
"It probably helped Phil to win op
there,'' Zwierlein said. "He will be
ready for the MAC tournament in
three weeks.
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Hinckley tries suicide again
for the mental hospital
where Hinckley had been
held before his latest brush
with death, said patients
are supposed to be under
the watch of attendants
whenever they take medication.
Hinckley was found
semi-conscious Sunday on
the floor of his room at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital,
where he had been confined since his acquittal
last June. Officials said he

WASHINGTON (AP) Presidential assailant
John Hinckley, Jr. regained consciousness yesterday as authorities
continued their quest over
how he came by the chemicals that enabled his third
apparent attempt at suicide since he has been in
federal custody.
Hinckley, 27, had been
taking the anti-depressant
drug imipramine. But
Wayne Pines, a spokesman

was close to dying.
Since then, his condition
has not permitted questioning about what he took
or how he got it, Pines said.
Hinckley was moved to
intensive care at Southeast
Community Hospital,
guarded by U.S. marshals
and observed by psychiatrists.
The episode marked
Hinckley's third apparent
suicide attempt since he
was seized after shooting

President Reagan, White
House press secretary
James Brady, a Secret
Service agent and a Washington policeman on
March 30,1981.
Officials speculated
Hinckley may secretly
have saved up some of his
medication and then taken
an overdose.
But Police Sgt. Henry
Daly said he could have
swallowed something else.
"You know, they have

squarely in the diaper. And
to draw up a contract that
will spell out the legal and
financial rights and responsibilities of both bride
and groom while they are
married - and if they divorce.
"When there is love in

Fee 15 1983
AD WSTS-Get yaw adapted aquatics Instructor cert, to teach hand•capped" INormt See Tom Stubbs.
Rec Center or Sign up 104 B Eppter
N BS15 may sign up. too1
Association tor Systems Management Clubrs hawng a meeting Thurs
day Feb 1? '30 pm at 210
Hayes Hal Ed Sartoie ol Marathon
Oil Company w« speak on telecommunications and networking
BE THERE"
Concerned about |0O placement and
mterviewing? Come to a workshop
sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delia
tonight at 8 15 p m in the Town
Room ot the Umon Orx- to ,|!I
Join the BGSU Sales Ck* Today
Sign up at Table in BA
Al this wee* Cost is $8
LAST CHANCE' JOIN NOW
Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship Seniors
who plan to enter graduate or professional schools in Fan 1983 and who
are members ot Phi Eta Sigma should
ock up scholarship appecabons in
202 University Hal Questions' Cal
372 5333
SENIOR CHALLENGE
83 IS COMING
GIVING WEEK 3 14 83 3 18 83
What? Another 'Major' Event?
ion Ml Get your queslionsaboul
varuus majors answered by faculty
representatives Tuea Feb 15 at
6 30-8 00 p m Prout Hall Lounge
Sponsored by University Division 120202) and the College ol Arts a
Sciences (2 2015)

Long haired orange, black and while
Female Cafcco Cat Lost m Thurstm
J"0 Merry Vicinity 354 I 753

3520*35

FOUND
BLACK LAB
PUPPY
FOUND ON FRI FEB 4th NEAR 6th
and HIGH STREET
PROBABLY
AROUND 3-4 MONTHS OLD
PLEASE CALL Lease 352-7117 or
Chnstopher 352 3885.
Found Man s watch, near Harshman
on rvght ol Feb 5 Cal 2-3972 must
ktentlty
LOST Black Purse Hayes Hal RE
WARD'Cal Colecl 1 693-8125
Found
Basketball m Anderson
Arena Thurs alter mlermurala Claim
354-2034

RIDES
Needed A nde to Ohio University
kwrvrng Feb 18 alter 1 30 p m Will
help with gas Cal Done at 354
1231

SERVICES OFFERED
Want to increase your Wardrobe'' For
3 seamstress cal 352 3892
Exceaent Sound System lor a Hal
Party. Tea. or Social Event Cal Tan
al 2 4676
_^_
Jones Income Tax Service
S10-1040A. inc State $15 1040
$60 Farms mc Stale a Local
352 1438 or 354 1507
Open 7 days a week
Located at Best Western 1450 E
Wooeter Otc »16
Need some typing done? II do your
typing with only 36 hours notice
75- pege CH Debbie 353-4435
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
Confidential personal care
Special rales BGSU students
Convenient appointments

MM

LOST AND FOUND

In this country, prenuptial agreements have typ-

Professions Typing
Thesis Dissertations

CLASSIFIEDS
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

the heart and a smile on
the lips, that's the time to
disagree," says Weich,
who has been writing prenuptial agreements tor 20
years.

TUCKER TYPING
Coaegtfite business personal
Nancy 352-0809
5th Year - Ful lane service

TAXES TAXES TAXES
Rosier Tax A Accounting Service
Eihort torm $8. Long torm $15 S u(j
Professional Preparation
Reasonable Rates
1007 N Mam. BG
352 4340
Mufflers mstaled-low as SI9 95
Wei meet or beat any written estimate Don! pay more1" Cal 3541278 lor FREE estimate' BG Muffler
Center 11055 Bowling Green Rd

ically been used by the ing, "I do."
rich.
She says more couples
But now, according to are putting their vows in
Weich, anyone who has writing as more women
money, stocks, land, Jew- have careers and enter
elry or other property marriage with money or
should consider a prenup- property they want to protial agreement before say-

Congratulations Jill Tomlineon on
her lavaliering to Clark! Love. LIT
Sls's
CONGRATULATIONS GOES OUT
TO THE NEW EXEC—COUNCIL OF
FrCERSOFSAE1 USta's
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE PHI
TAU BASKETBALL TEAM FOR
THEIR SECOND PLACE FINISH IN
THE OHIO STATE PHI TAU BASKET
BALL TOURNAMENT THE BROTH
ERS
DEBBIE. HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY-SWEATHEART! THE PELTS
Delta Zeta Welcomes Ihe Colony
Members ol Kappa Kappa Gamma
to the world of sisterhood

PERSONAL
Alpha Xi Delta
Thank you tor FINALLY letting us go
ACTIVE We're so happy to be a part
ol you Love your new ACTIVES

ENTER THE
MR. BGSU PHYSIOUE CONTEST
ENTRIES AVAILABLE
FROM OR. DUNN
EPPLER SOUTH

Are you skrk of seeing your general
fees being distributed unevenly'?
Vote for a person who wants to
change It. VOTE lor
KEVIN CONNERSJor ACGFA'

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Friday Feb It. 7:10 p.m.
Tontogany Legion Hall
Cash Prizes-Refreshments

BETH HAYWARO CONGRATS ON
PLEDGING ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'
NOW YOU RE A
BABID
GREEK TOO' LOVE YA. CHAR
Heck Swamp Megs line Is looking
for writers, photographers, graphic
artists and sales representatives
Contact Editor Linda Perei via the
BSM mallboi at ihe School ol Journalism. 103 University Hall, or call
352-4455.

FLORIDA FLING IS COMING
FLORIDA FLING IS COMING
FLORIDA FLING IS COMING
FLORIDA FLING ' FLORIDA FLING
FLORIDA FLINO • FLORIDA FLING
FLORIDA FLINO ' FLORIDA FLINO
SATUROAY - FEB 191h
8 30 p.m at the N.E. COMMONS
FRESH DONUTS DELIVERED
EVERY MORNING AT
THE GETAWAY
352-4162

Can t put that special
message into words?
The Resident Student Ass
Letter writing service can
info near afl resident
haH mailboxes and at
■ enwneij
Oxnrxatiiletions Mark and Pat for
being elected IFC president ol Internaf affairs and fFC rush director Keep
the tradition gong-good Kxo-The
Deris

Girl's Lev! Cords
St. Leg * Baggies
Reg $28 95 29 95
Now SIMS
JEANS AND THINGS
531 RIDGE ST.
Happy Hour Holiday Inn
Everyday si day MTV
Every Night Al Nighl
MOM. 0A0. * BOBBI:
I LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY HEART!
LOVE, AMY.

PLACEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES
The following employers wi> be on campus the week of February 28. 1983 to interview interested candidates
SIGN UP ON WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 16 FOR THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULES Sign up wll be held on Wednesday, from 7:30 a.m. to
8.00 am for employer schedules (Business, Government. Agencies, and Graduate Schools) m the FORUM and SECOND FLOOR,
Student Services BuMirtg. STUDENT ID is required Sign up for EDUCATION schedules will be held on Thursday, February 17, from 8:00
to 8:30 p m in the FORUM. Student Services Building Student ID Is required.
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE TURNED IN FOR EACH SCHEDULE OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE.

SPECIAL NOTICE OF SIGN UP PROCEDURE: At the time of sign up, STUDENT ID must be presented, and you must turn In a copy of
your Credential Form lor each interview or overflow you schedule Qualified candidates are those who meet the academic degrees, majors,
and graduation dates requested by the employers listed below. Those who do not meet these requirements will not be interviewed. Only
pemiement residents (US Citizens) are considered unless ottwrwise indicated The number In () indicates the number of schedules
requested by employer.

BUSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS
BAMBERGER'S
Newark, NJ
ARMOUR-DIAL, INC.
Farmlngton, Ml
K MART CORP.
Plymouth. Ml
DEFT. Of CrrY/REOIOr.AL PLANNING
OHIO STATE UNIV.
Columbus. ON
RAX RESTAURANTS, INC.
Columbus, Ohio
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS. DtV. SCM
New York, NY
MAC TOOLS. INC.
Washington Court House, OH
UPJOHN COMPANY
Toledo, OH
U.S. AIR FORCE
Bowling Green, OH
ELDER BEERMAN STORES
Peyton, OH
JA. JONES CONSTRUCTION CO.
Chavrtotle, NC
J. RIOOINQS
NOftfi OtflWCaM, OH
MARATHON OH. COMPANY
FlTKHay, OH
U A NAVY
aVowtlng Green, OH
ALCAN ALUMINUM CORP.
Warns, OH
NATIONAL BANK OF DETROIT
D**roH,M

2-2*43
1-1-83
3-1-83
3-1 -83
3-1-B3
Vfjae
3-2-83
3-!-33
3-2-83

CANCELLED

3-3-83

TO BE ANNOUNCED

3-343

ASST PURCH AQT B/Proc MgM.. May, Aug.
Grade (1) 10 Blots

3-3-83

MQR. TRNEE: B/Mkt . Rat., Feah Mdee . or any
reaaled Rets* SeM* May Grade (3) 7 auta ee
MKT SALES B/Mkl . May, Aug (11 0 ekxa
PURCHASING SVProc., May. Aug (11 12 ante
FIN ANAL : B/USA to Fto., May. Aug (1) t 2 slots
crjumnmoieD OFFCRS B/* sue Aon*... ctam.
Contp so Aaro-ApacavEtoc.. Mash. Phyejca.
Nursing. Pre-Med pre! . May. Aug (1) 12 arose
ACCT: BYAoet. May, Aug Grade (1) 12 aross

3-343
3443
j-443
1-443

SCHOOLS
DtOCEM OF COLUtsaaaJl, DEPT. OF EDUC.
Cm.mbus, OH
r-CI+LANO CO. PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MfansflMd, OH
DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MOTlFl
MAOtBON LOCAL
MfMUiMtlOH

PHARMA SALES: B/Chem . Bui.. Pre Mad. PreOent. May Grade 111 5 Blots (prev Feb 16)

3-141
3-143
3-243
3443
JTu-83

CANCELLED.
Matt. Phye . Ban . Eng , Voo Mue . tot*.
Mas.. Bern Ed . Dec . May, Aug. (1) 11 sues
B/M EEd. Sp ED. Dec . May. Aug. (1)11 ants
B/M Sac. rnafors. Dee , May. Aug. (1) 11 stole
Atl. Trainer Chem . tod Ada. neailasj.
Adap Phye Ed . Emot Hndcp . Hear, are .
EMR. Phye aval, Speech Path . LD/SO. Vteron.
Gen Set. Dec , May. Aug (1) 7 esses
Al above fi| n atota
Al Overflow caeeee contact Nan lor eppaca
■on Come**, awn, and,.tan manhnm

II
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A GLANCE, mmm

SUMTER, S.C. (AP) - It
probably confirmed the
worst tears of parents
about campus life. All
morning, students at the
University of South Carolina-Sumter chased people
around and hugged them.
It was part of the third
annual Hug-In. The object
is to get the signatures of

MENTOR, Ohio (AP) If you can eat Dan Lucha's
special steak dinner, including the trimmings, it's
free. There's just one
catch: the steak weighs 6
pounds.
And if you can't finish,

Welcome 10 all Ihe newly acliva
Gotdenhearts and a belated Happy
Valentines Day to our favortly Valentines: The Goldenhearts Love.
the Baratheas c4 Sigma Phi Epalton.

Janet Congratulations on pledging
the BEST ■ Kappa Delta1 Also con
grat s on your Theta Chi arvaaermgi
Now we are finaly real sisters'
KD iove and mine Lisa Kay

WE LOVE YOUR DIRTY CLOTHES
KIRK S COIN LAUNDRY
709 S MAIN

JANET: The KD's lust found out
what I've known for months: DAMN
YOU'RE GOOD TOO
Love ya,
FEESH.
Join the BGSU Sales Club Today
Sign up at table In SA
AH this week Cost la M.
LAST CHANCE! JOIN NOWI
Kappa Kappa Gamma: We had a
graal time at the warm-up on Thurs
day We hope to have you over for
teas many more times In the future.
Love. The Phi Tatia.
Last year we had to turn away over
500 people al the door1 Don'l be one
ol the unlucky ones this year FLORIDA FUNG - SAT FEB IS 8 30 12 30 p m u N E Commons Thrs
Event is sponsored bv Alpha Sigma
Phi Fraternity and Alpha Phi Sorority
LIZ WARREL Corvjratusstions on
going active' You are a super Alpha
Xi' Love. Your Btg
Michele. Congratulations on your en
gagement lo Captain BB. Death
Sguad ww nt^ be the same again
Best ol luck Drew
My Craiy Roommate TAMMY
ORUBER. HAPPY TWENTY FIRST
BIRTHDAY'
LOVt TA TONS, AMY
Phi Psi Quote of the Week The
meenesl dawg am l always the biggest dawg-Rocky
SIGMA NUS-THANKS FOR THE
DINNER AND THE MOVIE ON
THURS WE ALL HAD ALOT OF
FUN LOVE THE DEE ZEES
Sloan Bentley Congratulations on
your appointment as Psnhal Inframurals Rep. your performance Is
always up to par! Love, your OZ
sisters.
The Brothers ol Sigma Nu would ake
10 congratulate Rich Sharp on his
selection as UAO representative to
IFC
The men ol Prn Gamma Delta would
kke lo extend their extreme thanks
and appreciation lo the Alpha Phi's
Phi Mo s and Goo Pho Boo s for the
use of the* houses for our spring
rush Thanks lor your help THE
FIJI'S
The New BGSU Sales Chibl
Sign ups ail this Week'
Bring 18 00 Membership fee to
the table eat up In the B.A. Bldg
Leal Chancel Qet Involved TODAY!
THE WASH HOUSE. 250 N MAIN
OPEN 24 HHS OAJLY
To Tarry 'Fred' Reynolds to Room
103 Phi Kappa Pal: Happy 20th
Birthday you Loser1 From VD and
Weasel
T-Shai screwing
It your not getting your ahlrts from
JEANS N' THINGS
Your 're probably paying too much!!
Jeans N' Things
Sit Ridge St.

the people you hug on a the entire English DepartValentine-pink tally sheet. ment, all of the school
To get the hugs, students maintenance staff and lots
persuaded, pleaded, of fellow-students.
threatened or cajoled their
Martin said the rules for
victims into their arms.
the contest were simple:
Winner of this year's "You must have a necK on
event was Robbie Martin, which to receive the hug,
who collected 280 signa- you must have a last name
tures - including those of and you must be breathfour deans, the faculty of ing."

Free steak dinners for big eaters

HOMEMADE CHOCOLATE SALE
UNIv. Hall 9-4
Tuea.. Feb. 15-Thurs. Fab. 17
Paenut Clusters 75'
Peanut Butter Cups 25'

MOSE MGMT . B/m Col ol Bus Adm pref.
May. Aug. Grade (1) 12 Mots Preeentaaon
herd Feb 27 7 00-8 30PM. Campus Rrti. Union
ENT LEV RET SALES REP: B/SelmcySalee.
May Grade |2| 12 slots ea. schadUkt.
MGMT TRNEE BAH maws May. Aug Grade
12) 12 slots aa schedule
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN CITY > REG PLANNING
B/al maiors. May. Aug Grade (1)11 slots
ASST REST MQR B/m Col of Bus Adm
pre!.. »• ocnalder an maiors. May. Aug.
Grade (1) 13 Noes
SAIJU/MKT TRNEE: B/Sesse, MM.. Ub Arts.
May Grade II) I 2 slots
fTN TRNEE: B/Aoct. Fin. May Grade. (1)
10 HHs

.i

Hugging contest embraces students

access to soap, shampoo,
various creams and lotions
- any of that stuff will
make you sick," Daly said.
On May 27, 1981, Hinckley took an overdose of
Tylenol and Valium tablets
at the Butner Correctional
Facility in North Carolina.
In November, 1981, while
awaiting trial in a cell at
Fort Meade, Md., Hinckley
tried to hang himself, fashioning a noose from a
jacket.

Prenuptial contracts protect property, gain popularity
NEW YORK (AP) - The
days and weeks before the
wedding are perhaps the
most romantic time in a
couple's life together. Every day is Valentine's Day.
But now comes Cecile
Weich, the lawyer in the
white hat, to nek Cupid

i

Win a trip for two to Miami Beach
Florida1 Raffle tickets are now being
sold by al Alpha Sags and Alpha Phis
Al proceeds from this philanthropy go
to Ihe Wood County Heart Fund
RACKET STRINGING FOR TENNIS
OR RACOUETBALL SB 50
LOCKER ROOM 109 N Marn
352-7197
Slop In for our free brochure ot
addresses and prices for ihe 83-84
school year Newtove Management
336 S Mam St 352 5620

your tab will be as hefty as
the steak -$34.95.
I.ucha, owner of Lucha's
Front Porch Restaurant in
Mentor, began the promotion about a month ago. So
far, seven people have
tried and one man, 190-

HOLD SLIM PLAN CLASSES
PART-TIME SALES POSITION
EXCELLENT COMMISSION AND
TtlArSstNO AVAILABLE S23-8SS3.

FOR SALE
For Sale
Sanyo car stereo/8
Irk'speakers Make offer 353-2561
5 PIECE WHITE LUOWKJ DRUM SET
TAMA HARDWARE O.C. WOO
SS2-27S4
Sony TC-630 Reel to Reel recorder,
amp and speakers Cheap 3721244
77 Arrow Asking S400
Work Cal 352 0600

WANTED
Rmte needed lor 5 bdrm house Spr
Sem 319 Plus SI 1-267-3341
Student to Mve In. Room and board
furnished In return lor housekeeping and babysitting 83-84 school
year. SS4-1024.
M. roommate needed now to share
beautiful new apt. Only S85 par mo.
plus ulll Call 352-4887

HELP WANTED

Cedar Point Summer Jobs
Today is the last day to sign up
lor mlerview
460 Student Services Bldg

NEED INDEPENDENT SALES CON
TRACTORS TO SELL COUPON
BOOKS COCO FOR DISCOUNT RE
CORO AND TAPES BONUS PRO
GRAM STARTED
CALL 1 474
6011 OR 1-472-3752
OVERSEAS JOBSSummeryear
round. Europe. S Amer . Australia.
Asia
Al Fields
S500-S1200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free info
Write UC Box 52 OH 3 Corona Del
Mat. CA 92625
___
Wanted Counter girl-must be 17
brunnette. pleasant personality, preppy Duties nckjde dishwashing,
cleanmg up for parties and making
(undue Promotion to mamage poasible lor cctoacsantoua appacant

•"APARTMENTS'"
1 or 2 bdrm. Various locations
John Newlove Real Estate
311 E. Wooeter St.
Call 354-22*0 or 1524551
FREE months rent on our futy furrvshed sludu apartments' Completely quiet and private Plenty of
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom
We write our leases to til your needs.
Good location Close to lestaurants
and stores CHARING CROSS APTS.
1017 S. Main St. 382-OSOO.
Now renting tor 83-84 school year
Houaea and apartments Boggs Real
Estate 352-9457 362-3841 3541120
Unique 1 bdrm apt to duplex adjacent lo campus furn avail May 11
S250 00 mo plus utilities
3541753
I bdrm hvmg room, kitchen, bathroom, water cable TV mcl St00-mo
Cal peloie 1 2 and alter 6 354-1 1 70
Now Rentmg 1 bdrm F U apts. 2
bdrm F . gas heet. tenant pays elec .
laundry faca avail Al residents
granted privaedge ol a membership to
me CHERRYWCOO HEALTH SPA
Preferred Properties Co 835 High
St Ranis! Oflus 352-9378

"The people, when we
show them the steak, are
quite shocked," Lucha
said. "It looks tike half a
cow sitting there."

We have H all tor 13 84 Rentals!
1.2 3. 4 bdrms . to apts houee.
duplexes Cal us for al your housing
needs Newlove Management 336
S Main 352 5620
Rooms to Rent
Available now with cooking privilege
available Close lo campus CM Newlove Management 336 S Main
352-5820
Now Summer Rental!!
1 or 2 bdrms Many to choose from
Cal Newlove Management 336 S
Mam 352-5620
Furnished 3 bdrm house. 3 people
83 84 202 Troup SI Shirty 3525163 or 352-0556

I 1 bedroom apt with windows
Across from the Clazel
Theatre 134 N Main Contact Mary
at 352-5161 Available Mar l or
April I CALL'
BAER RENTALS
VOTED B G S» 1 LANDLORD
2 BDRM APTS -1 2 Bar 2 BGSU
SUMMER AND FALL LEASES
362-4671 and 352 1800
Now renting (or summer across from
Founders 1 bdrm turn $400 per
person per summer semester plus
uM 2 people 352-4131
Now renting for fal across from
Founders 2 bdrm . turn S500 par
person per semester plus uw 4
people 352-4131
VEL MANOR ANNEX
Across from Rogers 2 bdrm deluxe
apt for 4 gats Quiet atmosphere
352-2856 Summer vacancy for Vel
Manor and Annex
2 bdrm turn apt
newly turn s carpet

352-2663

CAMPUS MANOR Now ranting for
Summer and Fal school year
Special Summer Rates
Ph 382-9302 or 352 7365 eves
F & M students needed lo Ii apts
and nouses now 352-7365
Single room for M student across
liom Rogers available now 352-

7365 .
CAR TV RENTALS
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
83 84 school year and summer
rentals Al near campus 352 7365

VILLAGE GREEN
480 LEHMAN
2 BDRM $250 352 2276
New efficiencies near stadium compiote with color T V Al utaTles pud1
. S960/semester 1 person.
$600 semester each 2 people 3521520 lor appt to see model
Fuly turn 7 room house on Scott
Hamalon lor 6 people. Rentmg lor
1983-1984 and Summer 1983 9 or
12 mo lease 352-1279

Mrd Am Manor Apts 2 bdrm urrturn
S300/UP Great summer rales too
10 30-3 00 Sun thru Thurs Cal
352-4380 3-7 Mon thru Fn 3327361
Now renting for summer Two bedroom, turn apl Water, cable l.v paid
tor AC parking lot laundry tacerres
$400 lor the summer S250 lor
shorter term Cal 352 7182
LUTHER APARTMENTS
733 MANVILLE
2 BDRM $225 1 BDRM $200
352-6187

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! S14328 000
Carnbeen. Hawaii. World Cal lor
Guide. Directory Newsletter 1-916722-1111 Ext Bowing Green

1 Bdrm apt tow uM
$190mo. no lease
deposit required
available immediately
1-382 3110 10-5 PM
1 BOH.' APT LOW UTIL . 178iMO..
NO LEASE DEPOSIT REQUIRED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY' 1 382
3110 10-5pm
Houaea and apts Close to campus
tor the 1983-84 school year 1-2673341

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
9
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
28
27
28
32
36
36
37
38
40
41
42
43
45
47

ACROSS
Bridge goal
Cut of meat
Agnes, In Spain
Hefty saxhorn
Devastation
Nothing more than
United
Proapero's servant
Israeli coins
Neighbor of
Mauritania
Gave sustenance
Charm
Newspapers, etc.
"—forall
Seasons'
Indications of
approval
Puti forward
Was eminent
Nino's lather
Recline
Liszt's "
Preludes"
Method
Cather's "
of Ours"
Trouble
Subway fare
Favorite
In Detroit
Betrothed
Piece olkaweky

48
49
53
56
57
58
59
61
62
63
84
65
66
67

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

High honors
Squabbles
Abstain
Give a
up
Bewail
Limpid gem
Supernatural
being In folklore
Consequently
Cleopatra s river
Symbol on a dollar
One to be wary ol
Rugged roek
Bridge poaltlon
Season In spring

DOWN
Jazz dance
01 the moon
White poplar
The fourth
president
Vexes
Harvey's
playmates
Roman poet
Writer of tales
Not susceptible
Diamond
Creator ol
private aye
Perry
Enthusiasm

15 Continuous
outcries
23 Grand
25 Doubters
26 "As You Like
It" forest
28 Measured
29 Sabot's
relative
30 Antler point
31 Very wise one
32 Kind ol lack
33 One with something to come
34 European capital
35 Dawdles
39 Ornamentation
44 Penman's need
46 Novelist Norman
47 Friend ol
Winnie the Pooh
49 "...and
on
her toes"
50 Like some
phenomena
31 Secretary of the
Treasury
52 Games
63 Puts on
54 Wide-ranging tale
56 Room In Spain
56 Theater box
80 Like some
materials
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1 bdrm both kitchen, hvmg room.
water cable TV tocludsd $200 mo
Valeywood Apis Cal Newtove Real
Hy 352-5620

FOR RENT

835 4th St . 12 urat building 2
bdrms. 1 1'2baths. al Ulil incl
except elec Gas heal S548 per
month 352-5239 petore 5
FREE SAMPLE
WHOLE EARTH COOKIES
TUES AND FRI 12-2 00
NATURE MANNA
134 E COURT
352023ft

Needs

pound Ron Grodell
Eastlake, has won.
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